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This guide will provide visual examples of citing the following in APA style:

- Blogs
- Musical recordings
- Films
- Television and radio programs
- Online dictionary entries
- Websites

Be sure to check out Part 1, which provides additional visual guides for citing different source types.
Citing a blog or podcast

**Structure:**
Author, F. M. (Year, Month, Date of post). Title of blog post [Web log post]. Retrieved from URL of blog post

*Note: If a full name is not given, use the author’s screen name or handle instead.

**Blog Post**


**Citation:**
Citing a musical recording

Structure:
Songwriter F. M. (Copyright year). Song title [Recorded by F. M. Last (performer’s name/musical group)]. On Album title [Medium of recording]. City, State of label: Record label name.

*If the songwriter and performer are the same person, leave out the bracketed data [Recorded by _______] following the song title.

Citation:

*In-text citations, include band or track numbers (Turner, 2013, track 1).
Citing a motion picture

Structure:

*Citation:*
Citing an episode from TV or radio show

**Structure:**
Writer, F. M. (Writer), & Director, F. M. (Director). (Year of airing). Episode title [Television series episode]. In F. M. Producer (Executive producer), *TV series name*. City, State of original channel: Channel.

*This information is found in the opening or closing credits of the episode. If you do not have access to the episode when compiling your bibliography, consult IMDB.com or a similar website.*

Citation:

*House, M.D.* originally aired under Fox Broadcasting, which is headquartered in Los Angeles, CA.
Citing an online dictionary entry

Structure:
Defined word. (Publication year). In Website Title. Retrieved from URL

Here is how you would cite the entry for “food baby” from an online dictionary accessed October 22, 2013:

Citation:
Take note!
Many sources have APA citation formats for their online versions (e.g., online newspapers, dictionaries and encyclopedias). Check out our other guides or the APA Publication Manual (6th ed.) first to see if there is a citation for a specific source type in an online format.

Structure:
Author, F. M. (Year, Month Date of publication). Article title. Retrieved from URL

*Only include the retrieval date if the content is likely to change over time (such as wikis). If necessary, include the retrieval month date, year, (in that order) between “Retrieved” and “from URL” in the last segment of the citation.

**When a website does not have an article title, replace it in the citation with the website title.

Citation:
Citing a general website article with no author

**Take note!**
Many sources have APA citation formats for their online versions (e.g., online newspapers, dictionaries and encyclopedias). Check our other guides, or the APA Publication Manual (6th ed.) first to see if there is a citation for citing a specific source type in an online format.

**Structure:**

*Article title.* (Year, Month Date of publication). Retrieved from URL

*Only include the retrieval date if the content is likely to change over time (such as this example, which includes information about Indian laws and customs). If necessary, include the retrieval month date, year, (in that order) between “Retrieved” and “from URL” in the last segment of the citation.

**When a website does not have an article title, replace it in the citation with the website title.**

**Citation:**